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Europe’s unavoidable need for ever stronger railways
Alberto Mazzola*, Matteo Mussini**, Ethem Pekin***

The EU railway sector directly employs more than 1 million people and generated an economic added value of €79 billion 
in 2018, being at the same time one of the safest, most energy efficient and sustainable modes of transport. These credentials 
make rail central in the EU Green Deal. Just before concluding the European Year of Rail we look back to 2021 and take 
stock of the priorities that are required to ensure that rail remains a central element in Europe’s mobility in the decades to 
come.

However, the Covid pandemic made 2021 an incredibly hard year for railways and the impact is still felt today with more 
than €50 billion of cumulated losses. The NextGenerationEU initiative has been most welcomed by the sector, which now 
looks forward to great policy challenges: a revision of the TEN-T Regulation that can guarantee adequate infrastructure to 
trigger rail’s potential, an approach to ticketing that recognises the steps made by the sector towards better services, adequate 
resources for and strong governance of ERTMS deployment, and a revision of all the elements of the Fit for 55 package aimed 
at redressing current intermodal competitive imbalances.

Why is rail central (in the EU Green Deal, 
2030-2050)?

Rail is one of the safest, most energy effi-
cient and most sustainable modes of transport. European 
railways also contribute to social inclusion by providing 
affordable and accessible services. The railway sector is an 
important component of the European economy in terms 
of economic added value, jobs and innovation. These cre-
dentials make it central in the EU Green Deal. The rail-
way sector took the opportunity of the European Year of 
Rail in 2021 to strengthen its advocacy towards various 
stakeholders and to reach out to EU citizens to ensure that 
rail remains a central element in Europe’s mobility in the 
decades to come.

European railways are the only transport mode that is on 
track to deliver the EU Green Deal’s 2050 target

Following COP26 in Glasgow it has been acknowledged 
that immediate action is required in the transport sector 
– something not new for the EU. Representing 27% of 
the EU’s greenhouse gas emissions, GHG emissions from 
transport continue to grow while rail’s emissions have fall-
en by 32% in 30 years, as is depicted in Figure 1. Decar-
bonisation of transport is only possible with more passen-
gers and freight on European rails.

In fact, the EU decided to make a contribution to the 
Paris Agreement goals with its recent adoption of the EU 

Climate Law. And along with the spirit of this unprece-
dented ambition, the EU Sustainable and Smart Mobility 
Strategy already in December 2020 put railways at its cen-
tre to achieve a 90% reduction in greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions in the transport sector by mid-century.

According to the European Environment Agency (EEA), 
rail continues to lead in terms of GHG intensity (per pas-
senger and tonne km) and remains closest to zero emission 
mobility. A modal shift to rail will not only deliver climate 
change mitigation but also major energy savings in the 
long run: rail is today 7 times more energy efficient than 
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Figure 1: Only railways are on track to deliver the EU 
Green Deal’s 2050 target. 

Source: Eurostat.
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road and due to this efficiency it performs even better than 
electric vehicles. 

In fact, rail is the leading electro mobility solution. Al-
ready four out of five trains in Europe operate on electric-
ity, a third of which is harvested from renewable sources. 
According to the International Energy Agency (IEA), diesel 
propulsion on railways will fall to almost zero in 2050 and 
it will be replaced by electricity (for 90% of rail traction 
needs) and by hydrogen (for 10% of rail traction needs).

It must be added as well that the efforts made for the 
transition towards low-emission mobility cannot make us 
forget remaining non-CO2 external costs such as noise, 
air pollution, congestion, accidents, which correspond to 
the two thirds of the total external costs. According to the 
Commission study ‘Sustainable Transport Infrastructure 
Charging and Internalisation of Transport Externalities’, 
rail internalises its external costs already much more than 
any other motorised mode of transport. ETH SBB study 
estimated for the electric trucks a reduction of about 35% 
of the total externalities associated with conventional 
trucks but their externalities (5.9 € cents/tkm) are almost 
50% higher than electric trains (4€ cents/tkm).

Railways contribute to the EU’s green recovery by providing 
social inclusion and clean mobility for all

The EU railway sector directly employs more than 1 mil-
lion people and generated an economic added value of €79 
billion in 2018. When taking indirect economic effects 
into account, the railway transport sector represents 2.3 
million jobs and generates a total of €170 billion. This cor-
responds to 1.3% of EU GDP. 

While providing secure jobs, the railway sector adapts to 
technological developments and digitalisation by develop-
ing various initiatives. An increasing share of employees 
close to retirement age indicates that the rail sector is of-
fering opportunities to hire young people. In particular, 
apprenticeship programmes offered by railway companies 
are able to create significant job opportunities. Employ-
ers and employees of railways benefit from the productive 
exchanges established by EU Sectoral Social Dialogue for 
Railways. As in the case of the overall transport sector, rail 
remains a male-dominated sector, especially in technical 
positions such as drivers and technicians and management, 
but there are important actions underway to increase the 
21% share of women in the EU railway workforce.

What did 2021 bring to railways?

The Covid pandemic made 2021 an incredibly hard year 
for railways and the impact is still felt today. The cumulat-
ed losses suffered by the whole rail sector from the begin-
ning of the pandemic have surpassed the threshold of €50 
billion. 

Extraordinary measures taken at the EU level in support 
of the EU economy to help Europe recover from the pan-
demic saw rail investments playing a major role in attract-
ing resources.

The Recovery and Resilience Facility (RRF) – the biggest 
budget line ever seen in a Multiannual Financial Frame-
work – requires that at least 37% of each national alloca-
tion must target measures with climate-change objectives 
and that at least 20% of these target measures must favour 
the digital transition. The Commission has approved 22 
plans so far for a total €446 billion of investments by 2026. 
This looks like a very positive sign that Member States are 
planning to go beyond the 37% requirement for green 
projects, with a combined climate-related investment of 
around €177 billion, representing 40% of the total RRF 
funds (grants and loans) allocated. Italy is the biggest in-
vestor in green projects and reforms (€77 billion) and is 
followed by Spain (€32.3 billion) and France (€18.8 bil-
lion).

So far, three main categories account for the majority of 
funds allocated to the green transition: sustainable mobil-
ity (€62 billion), energy efficiency (€50 billion) and clean 
power (€26 billion). In the RRPs, investments in railway 
infrastructure account for the biggest share (55-56%), fol-
lowed by urban transport infrastructure (15%).

On the policymaking side, 2021 has provided mixed, 
sometimes contradictory, results. If on the one hand a very 
weak agreement has been concluded on road charging in 
the context of the revision of the Eurovignette Directive, 
at the same time the European Commission followed the 
high expectations raised by the Green Deal with a series 
of important legislative proposals packaged into what is 
known as Fit for 55. The legislators’ work has just start-
ed but it is clear that this represents a major occasion to 
redress intermodal competitiveness by revising rules on 
energy taxation (including for aviation), putting forward 
provisions for alternative fuel infrastructure for all modes 
and bringing major changes to the EU Emission Trading 
System (ETS). CER certainly hopes that the Council and 
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Parliament will be capable of ensuring that this chance is 
not missed.

2021 has also seen the historic adoption of the Women in 
Rail Agreement in November, signed by CER and the Eu-
ropean Transport Workers’ Federation (ETF). This agree-
ment is the first autonomous agreement at the European 
level on gender equality. And from the recruitment pro-
cess, female employee retention and promotion enabling 
women to access management levels, the agreement will 
soon lead to concrete changes for the benefit of all. 

At the same time 2021 has been the European Year of 
Rail, and railways made their best use of this opportunity 
to reach out to EU citizens outside Brussels institutions 
and promote what is at the basis of any possible future pro-
gress in modal shift: behavioural change. With Connect-
ing Europe Express (CEE), a sector-promoted special train 
that for one whole month travelled across Europe leaving 
from Lisbon in early September and arriving in Paris in 
early October bringing EU messages on sustainability and 
digitalisation beyond the strict EU policymaking scene, 
railways managed to involve people in many major Euro-
pean cities and raise awareness of the competitive advan-
tages of railways, rail’s current challenges and rail plans for 
future innovative services, both for passengers and freight.

What is required to make rail more central than ever? 
The way forward.

In 2021 CER adopted key position papers that outline 
the unavoidable priorities for EU policymaking in the 
years to come.

TEN-T

CER adopted a position paper on the revision of the 
TEN-T Regulation:

• TEN-T should be revised bearing in mind that it is 
an integral part of the wider Green Mobility Package.

• Current projects must be completed with high pri-
ority.

• Cooperation between the governing bodies of rail 
freight corridors and core network corridors must 
improve.

• The completion of a European high-speed network 
linking European major cities must be promoted, 

with international passenger corridors to better co-
ordinate train paths and investments.

• Urban nodes and freight terminals must be fully in-
tegrated in the TEN-T network, in addition to ports 
and airports. 

• Operation of trains with a P/C 400 loading gauge 
must become possible, with exceptions only based on 
market needs and economic viability.

• A general 160km/h minimum speed for passenger 
trains should not be the way forward. Instead, trains 
must run as fast as required to fit the timetable. 

Ticketing

In the next couple of years, the main focus of railway 
undertakings will be on improving the booking experience 
for passengers. Railway undertakings commit to improv-
ing the passenger journey in the following ways:

• Timetables will have to be more up to date, and 
it will have to be possible to buy train tickets 6 to 
12 months in advance. Tariff exchange systems will 
also have to be more up to date, eventually enabling 
through ticketing.

• We will have to be able to count on a European-wide 
standardised API for selling train tickets and in-
creased harmonisation of ticketing conditions to 
guarantee more clarity to passengers on the condi-
tions of use of tickets.

• Tickets will have to be fully digitalised, with real time 
information during the journey and better support 
during disruptions and delays.

Railways will use the period until 2030 to focus on 
multimodal travel information and ticketing. Railway 
undertakings commit in fact to provide multimodal trav-
el information, to veil on the pan-European roll-out of 
OSDM-online, extending to the whole sector including 
smaller railways, to deploy multimodal ticketing solutions 
and multimodal travel information.

This will have to be done in a policy context that recognis-
es how data exchange must continue to rely on voluntary 
contractual agreements and how the rights of data genera-
tors should be explicitly recognised in the EU framework 
on data governance. Data sharing should be based on a 
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level playing field and the principle of reciprocity while 
respecting the protection of trade secrets and intellectual 
property rights.

ERTMS

CER has also adopted clear words on ERTMS deploy-
ment and industrialisation. The incredible financial efforts 
that railways are ready to manage (it is estimated that the 
capital investment for trackside ERTMS deployment on 
the entire TEN-T core network amounts to €80 billion in-
cluding digital interlockings plus €11 billion for onboard 
retrofitting of the entire fleet) must go hand in hand with 
clear positive initiatives: 

• New governance is needed to ensure financial and 
political commitment to further improve the attrac-
tiveness of investing in the ERTMS, and to guaran-
tee legal certainty for private investors.

• 2030 must be kept as the deadline for ERTMS de-
ployment on the TEN-T core network and 2050 for 
the comprehensive network. Support must be given 
when acceleration is desired to equip the comprehen-
sive network by 2040. 

• A revision of the state aid guidelines increasing the 
limit of eligible costs to 100% is necessary.

• CEF co-financing rates for ERTMS should be set at 
100%.

• For on-board units, the current lump sum approach 
is not efficient.

• The decommissioning of class B in parallel with 
ERTMS deployment shall be funded accordingly.

• In the context of RRF spending and its methodology 
for climate tracking, ERTMS investments must be 
considered to be 100% contributing to combating 
climate change.

• The Rail Operating Community must be involved in 
the work of the EC Expert Group Industrial Forum 
to design the right mobility transition pathways (in 
the context of the EU industrialisation strategy) and 
ensure ERTMS industrialisation.

Fit for 55

Last but not least, the Fit for 55 package must recognise 
the role of rail as the most energy-efficient transport mode 
and the existing solution that reconciles economic growth 
and job creation with the need to effectively decarbonise 
transport through a modal shift in Europe. CER’s key pro-
posals are:

• 25% of the expected revenue from the new Emission 
Trading System (ETS) should be allocated to the fur-
ther development of the railway system, as per the 
objectives of EUSSMS. Electric rail is fully paying 
the carbon price under the ETS and revenues would 
contribute to a low-emission multimodal infrastruc-
ture and fleet for passengers and freight. 

• The Regulation on Alternative Fuels Infrastructure 
should address decarbonisation of transport as a 
whole, promoting zero-emission door-to-door mo-
bility with railway stations as multimodal hubs.

• The update of the Energy Taxation Directive should 
allow Member States to set tax exemptions for rail 
freight as long as carbon-only flights are exempted 
from energy taxation.

• An ambitious Effort Sharing Regulation (ESR) target 
at the EU level must be complemented with inter-
im GHG targets for 2030 and 2040, which in turn 
should be reflected in national energy and climate 
plans. Both the ETS and ESR are needed to decar-
bonise transport in the mid-term and deliver a 90% 
reduction in transport emissions by 2050. 
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